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_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Abstract— In the period of packed computerized correspondence world, Li-Fi is another method for remote 
correspondence that utilizes LED lights to transmit information remotely. Transmission of information is a standout 
amongst the most significant everyday exercises in the quickly developing world. The current wireless systems that 
associate us to the Internet are exceptionally moderate when different gadgets are associated. Likewise with the 
expansion in the number of gadgets which get to the Internet, the accessibility of fixed transmission capacity makes it 
significantly harder to appreciate high information exchange rates and to interface a protected system. Radio 
Frequency (RF) has impediment in data transfer capacity can't bolster the development sought after for high 
information rates and the huge quantities of correspondence frameworks. Li-Fi has an a lot more extensive range for 
transmission contrasted with customary techniques for remote correspondences that depend on radio waves. Li-Fi 
implies Light Fidelity and it is a bidirectional and remote method of correspondence utilizing light. It utilizes the 
unused obvious range and lessens the heap on radio range. Rather than utilizing modems, Li-Fi utilizes LED globules 
with handset. Information transmission in Li-Fi is around multiple times quicker than Wi-Fi. Here, in this paper we 
investigate the requirement for Li-Fi, its applications and it’s limitations and comparison with existing Wi-Fi 
technology. 
 
Index Terms— Li-Fi, RF, VLC, Wi-Fi. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
I. INTRODUCTION  

Expanded utilization of cell phones inside the association, and increment in laborer versatility, has fueled the interest for 
wireless systems. Wireless innovation is an interwoven of contradictory frameworks. At first, the innovation was moderate, 
costly and held for portable circumstances or threatening situations, where cabling was unfeasible or outlandish. With the 
developing of industry norms and the arrangement of lightweight remote gadgets adjust the need of equipment programming 
co-plan to conquer the issues of present remote situation. Remote innovation has become an adult, which empowers two or on 
the other hand more PCs to impart utilizing standard system conventions. Remote systems administration does not require any 
fixed framework and cabling. This innovation is moved the development of cross-merchant industry norms, for example, IEEE 
802.11, IEEE 802.15 and IEEE.802.16. This innovation has delivered various moderate wireless arrangements that are 
developing in ubiquity with the associations for refined applications, where greater versatility is required. This will include the 
vast majority of the ongoing remote advancements that are being used.  
 
II. LI-FI TECHNOLOGY  

 
Li-Fi represents Light Fidelity and is a type of Visible Light Communications (VLC). It is proposed as a framework that 

gives remote correspondences at extremely high information exchange speeds. This tech uses normal LED lights to give 
information exchange which may well flaunt speeds 224 gigabits for every second. That compares to around 18 motion pictures 
of 1.5 GB each being downloaded each and every second. 

In spite of the fact that Li-Fi is for the most part used to off-load information or data from existing Wi-Fi systems, it might in 
the end be utilized to give ability to a more prominent downlink request so that the current wired or wireless system framework 
may finish up as a reciprocal innovation to Li-Fi. 
 
III. HOW LI-FI WORKS 

LiFi is fast bidirectional organized and portable correspondence of information utilizing light. LiFi contains different lights 
that structure a wireless system. At the point when an electrical flow is connected to a LED light a surge of light (photons) is 
radiated from the knob. Driven knobs are semiconductor gadgets, which implies that the splendor of the light coursing through 
them can be changed at incredibly high speeds. This enables us to send a sign by regulating the light at various rates. The sign 
would then be able to be gotten by an identifier which deciphers the adjustments in light force (the sign) as information. The 
power balance can't be seen by the human eye, and therefore communication is similarly as consistent as other radio 
frameworks, enabling the clients to be associated where there is LiFi empowered light. Utilizing this strategy, information can 
be transmitted from a LED light at high speeds. 

Despite the fact that LED lights should be on for the innovation to work, LEDs can be diminished or even turned now and 
again at high rates. As recently referenced, this will be intangible to the exposed human eye. LEDs can likewise be diminished 
so low that the light transmitted is far beneath that which the human eye can recognize. This would in any case sufficiently 
enable light age to transmit information. Direct observable pathway is additionally not completely important. Reflected light off 
dividers and different surfaces will in any case accomplish OK speeds of around 70 Mbit/s. 
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IV. LI-FI SYSTEM STRUCTURE 

 
The transmitter and recipient are two major elements of Li-Fi system structure. At the transmitter side the info signal can be 

adjusted with a particular timespan then send the information utilizing LED knobs in the form of zeros and ones. Here in the 
blazes of LED knobs are meant with zeros and ones. On the other side i.e at the recipient terminal, a photodiode is utilized to get 
the LED blazes fortifies the sign and provides the output.  

 
The system structure of Li-Fi is appeared as in fig……, and the transmitter segment incorporates the information, clock 

circuit, a LED globule. The contribution of the transmitter can be any sort of information like content, voice, and so on. Here the 
clock signal generator circuit is being used to provide the essential clocking signal for each segment, and these pulses are 
transmitted to the recipient side as LED blazes.  

 
The collector segment incorporates photodiode just as speaker. Here, photodiode gets the LED globule flashes at that point 

changes the flashes into electrical sign. At long last, the intensifier gets the sign from the photodiode and intensifies to give the 
yield. 

 
Figure 1 Li-Fi System Structure 

V. WI-FI TECHNOLOGY  
Alternate method to wired technology is the wireless connectivity mode and it can be provided by Wi-Fi. Wireless Fidelity 

is the term stands for Wi-Fi and it refers to the IEEE802.1 WLAN standard. It provides connectivity between computers it can 
also be used to connect computers with internet and to other wired devices too. Can transmit and receive data at high speed.   
 
Elements of WIFI network  

• Access Point (AP) – It is the WLAN base station through which more than one device can be connected to the 
internet simultaneously. 

• Wi-Fi cards – Wi-Fi cards can inbuilt or it can be externally installed. Using this card it can accept wireless signals. 
•  Safeguards – It keeps the information safe by using Firewalls and anti-virus software . 

 
WIFI Topologies  
 Peer-to-peer topology (Ad-hoc Mode)  

• This topology can work without the Access point. 
• All the devices within a predefined cell zone can directly communicate with each other. 
• This topology is useful for quick network setup. 

 
Infrastructure network  
 

• In this topology communication is done through the Access Point.   
• All the communication devices have to made the communication through the Access Point. 
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                            Figure 1 Infrastructure network Structure 

 
VI. HOW LI-FI IS DIVERSE FROM WI-FI ? 

 
• The available bandwidth of Li-Fi is wide as compare to Wi-Fi technology. 
• The Speed provided for Li-Fi is greater than 10 Gbps which is very high as compare to the speed provided by Wi-

Fi i.e. 150 Mbps.   
• The accessible range of Wi-Fi is high as compare to Li-Fi. 
• Data transmitted through Li-Fi is more secure as compare to W-Fi. 
• Li-Fi is more economical than Wi-Fi.   
 

 
VII. ADVANTAGES OF LI-FI  
 

• Speed-As Li-Fi has good speed, one can watch the videos without buffering. 
• Security-The light during the communication in Li-Fi doesn't go through the parcel, in this way, it is increasingly 

ensured and hacking is beyond the realm of imagination.  
• Hazard free- Li-Fi uses light waves which are harmless.  
• Steady-The information exchange is progressively ensured. 

 
VIII. LIMITATIONS OF LI-FI  

Aside from a few advantages, the Li-Fi innovation is confronting a few issues. It requires LOS (observable pathway), just as 
the collector, would not be a move in inside. The principle issue is the means by which the beneficiary will send the information 
back to the transmitter area. Another drawback of this innovation is an impedance of outside light sources, for example, 
ordinary knobs; daylight in the path of correspondence will cause break in the transmission. It doesn't work in the diminish 
territories. 
 
IX. CONCLUSION  

 
In this paper we discussed about Li-Fi Technology and provide a brief comparison of Li-Fi technology with Wi-Fi 

technology. It clear that Li-Fi is fastest growing technology and has wide range of application in near future. It has wide scope 
of research. As Li-Fi has wide operating frequency range, low eavesdropping and good speed, it can widely be used as most 
popular wireless communication technology. Li-Fi is a one-step progress in field of wireless communication. It would be faster, 
cheaper, secure and green communication technology. Upcoming technology of Li-Fi would be Gi-Fi, it would be able to 
transmit data in gigabits per second which will make communication faster and effective too. 
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